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Providence Academy is a college preparatory, co-educational, independent,
liberal arts, pre-K-12 day school that was founded in 1993 on the classical,
Christian educational model. While pre-K-8 for most of its existence, grades
9-12 began being added four years ago. Total enrollment is 192 students.
Our 9th-12th grade enrollment is 18. The class of 2017 is our first graduating class and comprises two students!
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We provide a rigorous academic program. Our goal is to graduate students
with:

Office Administrator



Virtue and maturity

Membership and Accreditation



Sound reason and sound faith



A masterful command of language



Providence Academy is a Charter Member of the
Association of Classical Christian Schools and is
seeking Accreditation.

Well-rounded competence



Exposure to great books



A well established aesthetic

Class

Ave. PSAT

Ave. ACT

2017 (100%)

1175

27.5

2018 (100%)

1226

Providence Academy Curriculum
Humanities Program
The core of the six year Logic and Rhetoric (7th-12th grade)
Humanities Program is a chronological interdisciplinary
study in History and Literature courses studying primary
sources and texts in the Western canon. History and literature, art, philosophy, theology, civics and economics are
woven into the integrated study. Logic and Rhetoric students also study Art History and Music History, as well as
Worldview and Apologetics in separate courses.

Classical and Foreign Language
All graduates of Providence Academy are required to take a
year of Latin, a year of Greek (Koine), and two years of foreign language in High School. Most of our students began
their Latin study in the 3rd Grade.

Logic and Rhetoric

Jr. and Sr. Thesis

Students in the 7th-9th grades study Formal Logic as well as
learn to identify fallacies, build proper arguments and think
critically. Beginning in 10th grade, students take classes in
Rhetoric, in order to speak persuasively and eloquently in
front of audiences small and large.

Juniors must write a 10-15 page thesis and present it to
the faculty and fellow students. The Seniors write a 20
page thesis and present it to the School Board and must
defend their thesis to the Board’s satisfaction.

